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WEDDING DRESS

ACCESSORY

Time for
romantic
hair

Most popular
wedding
dresses

Fashion houses, which are closely followed by the bride
candidates with their designs that give direction to fashion,
announced the most preferred wedding dress models in 2020.
Check out our suggestions before choosing your wedding dress!

SLEEVE DETAILS
In 2020, the arm details are
quite remarkable. Balloon
arms that form the
feminine look of the 1980s,
statement arms that form a
romantic and elegant look,
trumpet arms that form a
naive look, lace long sleeve
details preferred in casual
models emphasize the
elegance of the brides this
year.

BOHEMIAN STYLE
Bohemian bridal gowns,
which are the choice of
free-spirited bride
candidates, are in the
forefront in 2020.
Bohemian, which is a
mixture of many styles, in
other words ‘Boho Chic’
became a fashion trend in
1960. Asymmetrical cuts,
frills, flywheels, tassels and
romantic decorations are
the main features of these
models.

The era of the princess crowns decorated with
diamond stones is now closed. In recent years,
brides have turned to a more romantic and
natural look with flowering crowns. In 2020, in
addition to flowers, hairstyles use fabrics, shiny
hairpins and beads attached on the hair.

LUMINOUS
APPEARANCE
Glamorous bridal dresses
with gems and stones are
waiting for the bride
candidates who want to
have an eye-catching look
on their wedding day. You
can add color to the
glittering look of your
wedding dress with metallic
embroidery on your
wedding day.

WE SAI D GOODBYE to the princess model wedding dresses

with the fluffy skirt. Now it is time to say goodbye to the
crown and hair accessories used with these wedding gowns.
In recent years, the ballerina bun hairstyle has been replaced
by scattered buns, bohemian braid models and ponytail, while
hair accessories have had their share of this change. In 2020,
we meet three-dimensional colored flowers, natural floral
crowns, thick ribbons, glittering and textured fabric crowns,
combs attached to messy hair and pearl beads. This new
trend is announced to romantic, simple, elegant and sparkling
brides!

LACE ELEGANCE
Lace fabrics, which are the
symbol of elegance, do not
leave women alone in this
special day in 2020. Since
lace fabric can be used in
many ways, its usage area is
very wide. If you want to
show your body flawless,
make sure to include lace
details in your wedding
dress.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M
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N O S TA L G I A

N O S TA L G I A

Dreamy brides dreamy dresses
Famous brides who
marry the kind of
glorious weddings
that can only be
seen in Hollywood
movies have been
remembered with
their wedding
dresses
resembling
princesses.
From Queen
Elizabeth to
THE QUEEN
Audrey Hepburn, ELIZABETH (1947)
Elizabeth and Philip first met
Grace Kelly to When
at a wedding in 1934, the princess
only nine years old. From that
Elizabeth Taylor, was
moment on, despite their
they waited 13
the most elegant correspondence,
years for their marriage. The
wedding was the first one
and beautiful couple’s
that broadcasted on radio.
fashion designer
brides were Renowned
Norman Hartnell was chosen to
ELIZABETH
the ivory satin wedding
married by design
TAYLOR (1950)
dress decorated with lily and
flower patterns. Since they
Liz Taylor made a name for
wearing these orange
were in the post-war absence,
herself not only with her films but
Elizabeth bought the
also with her love and marriages.
wedding gowns. Princess
fabric and material using her report
Although she married eight times
card. That’s why Hartnell designed
a model that doesn’t require much
fabric. Norman Hartnell, who stated
that he was inspired by Botticelli’s
famous painting ‘Primavera’ in the
dress, brought the white sand
pearls used in the dress from the
USA. There were silver yarns and
shiny crystal embroidery on the
shoulders of the wedding dress
and the veil was five-meters long
silk with pearls and crystal
embroidery. The high-heeled shoes
designed by Edward Rayne,
decorated with silver and pearl
clasps, were perfect for the
princess’s gorgeous wedding dress.

and wore different and colorful
wedding gowns at each wedding,
the dress she wore at her
wedding with Conrad Hilton was
remembered as the most
beautiful wedding dress. Taylor,
who was only 18 at the time, wore
a dress was designed by Helen
Rose, who also designed Grace
Kelly’s wedding dress. Sand pearls
and bead decorations on the
white satin fabric wedding dress
could be completed in two
months. The long veil of the
wedding dress was mounted on
the headpiece, again combined
with a pearl crown.

GRACE
KELLY (1956)

JACQUELINE
KENNEDY (1953)

One of the fashion icons of his
time, Jacqueline met John
Kennedy when he was a senator.
At the wedding, she wore a
wedding dress designed by her
mother’s fashion designer, Ann
Lowe. A full 45 meter silk taffeta
fabric was used only for the skirt
of the ivory wedding dress, which
completed in two months.The
skirt of the dress, which was
completely wrapped around the
body, was ornamented with
flowers made of beeswax.
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AUDREY
HEPBURN (1954)

The famous actress, who made
her first marriage to director Mel
Ferrer, put her name on the
history of fashion in gold letters
with her wedding dress. Designed
by Balmain Design House, this
wedding dress was perfect with
its fluffy knee-length skirt and
Hepburn’s gorgeous slim waist.
The wide chiffon shoulders of the
dress gave Hepburn a princess
look with highlighting the grace
she had. The romantic and
feminine veil was combined with
a crown of fresh flowers.
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Grace Kelly’s journey to France
for the Cannes Film Festival had
changed her forever, giving her
the chance to meet Prince
Rainier, Prince of Monaco. Helen
Rose, the two Oscar-winning
costume designers at MGM
Studios, designed the most
expensive dress of her life for the
princess, which was inspired by
the films “High Society” and “The
Swan”. With its high collar, long
sleeves, embroidery corset and
elegant tailed bell-shaped skirt,
the dress was perfect and even
the floral lace used in this taffeta
wedding dress was over a century
old! Shoes were designed by
David Evins New York and the
copper fairy was assembled to
bring good luck to the right pair.
Princess Grace’s wedding dress, a
symbol of grace, proved to be
beyond time to inspire Kate
Middleton’s wedding dress half a
century later.

DIANA
SPENCER (1981)

The wedding dress of Lady Diana,
who married Prince Charles, was
designed by David and Elizabeth
Emanuel. A cream-colored silk
taffeta bridal gown, which is
intended to refer to history and
also symbolize the love that Diana
lived in, came forward with a thin
waist and exaggerated crinoline.
Reminiscent of the princess
characters in the films, the
wedding dress with fluffy sleeves
and large frilly neckline is adorned
with antique lace, handmade
sequins and 10,000 pearls.
Nevertheless, the most appealing
detail of the bridal dress was a 7.5
m tail that covered most of the
corridor of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

CATHERINE
(KATE)
MIDDLETON

(2011)
The lace used in the wedding
dress, inspired by Grace Kelly’s
wedding dress, designed by Sarah
Burton of Alexander McQueen
Design Studio was embroidered
with four flowers, the symbols of
the countries of the UK, rose,
thistle, daffodil and clover. The
wedding dress with a tail length
of 2.7 m was made with the
“Carrickmacross” lace technique,
which is also used in Princess
Diana’s wedding dress. Lace
appliques on the back of the
wedding dress with 58 buttons
were embroidered by hand at the
Royal Embroidery School. The
needles used in the treatment
were changed every three hours
to avoid contamination of the
lace.
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MAKEUP

MAKEUP

MAKEUP
TRENDS
OF 2020

ATTRACTIVE LIPS
Another leading actress of the bridal makeup is the lips. Stunning colors like red, orange and tile are ideal for a romantic and
passionate look. If you are going to use these shades in your
makeup, you should keep your eye makeup quite plain and remember to refresh your lipstick from time to time during your
wedding. Because shades of red may be a bit uncomfortable for
such a big day.

CHRISTIAN
LOUBOUTIN,
Sheer Voile
Lipstick

CHANEL, Les
Beiges Sheer
Healthy Glow
Tinted
Moisturizer
SPF30

The charm of timeless elegance is the key to an unforgettable wedding. We have
compiled the makeup trends that brides should look for eye-catching looks.

IMPRESSIVE EYES
IT IS U N DOU BTE DLY

one of the most important
issues for brides to look
like in their dreams on this
most special day of their
lives. Even though the
wedding dress is the first
thing that comes to mind,
a perfect hair and make-up
design should be the key to
seeing yourself in your best
looks every time you look
at the photos you will keep
for the rest of your life.
Although makeup trends
vary according to years, it
is important to remember
that timeless beauty has
certain codes. In order to
achieve timeless elegance
and shining beauty,
you should definitely be
inspired by the prominent
trends of the season that
famous hair designers and
makeup artists share for
the 2020 beauty trends.

DIOR, Diorshow
Pump’n’Volume
Waterproof
Mascara

CHANEL,
Rouge Coco
Stylo Lipstick

In both daily makeup and night makeup, the leading role is
always your eyes. If you want your eyes to be always in the foreground, you should protect this desire when you wear a wedding dress. In 2020 dark eye makeup is the focus of designers
such as Elie Saab, Morilee by Madeline Gardner and Reem Acra.
You can get a romantic look by using only eyeliner, and distribute a dark shade to get a smokey look. At this point, the only
thing you need to pay attention to is a touch of nude lipstick.
Because the most remarkable thing on this special day should
be the sparkle in your eyes.

NARS, Erdem for
NARS Strange
Flowers Collection
Blush

FLORMAR,
Blush

INVISIBILITY EFFECT
The beauty trend of recent years “no make up make up” is also
a favorite of brides. If you have a flashy wedding dress, it is best
to use your makeup preference for a simple appearance. When
you consider the greeting ceremony with guests, stress and all
dancing parts of the night, it is normal for you to sweat. If you
do not want to deal with the flow of your makeup, you can give
your skin a healthy look with lightweight foundation or concealers. With a lip gloss and an eye shadow in nude tones, you can
look simple but beautiful.

PINKY CHEECKS
Pink cheeks symbolize both vitality and youth. This trend, which started to show itself in the bridal makeup of fashion houses
in the past seasons, seems to leave its mark on 2020. A little tip
for neither pink nor very simple cheeks; just like our mothers,
when you touch and spread your pink lipstick once on your two
cheeks, you will see that you get that natural pink tone.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M
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SHOES AND BAGS

TRENDS

Elegant
details

Now it’s
time for
simplicity

ON TH E WE DD I NG DAY, shoes and

clutch bags are the most important
complement of the bride’s stylish look.
The choice of shoes to be made in
accordance with the cut, tail model
and neck of the wedding dress plays an
important role in both the appearance of
the body structure and the completion
of elegance. In recent years, as an
alternative to bridal flower, the clutches
allow the brides to carry a few small
items with them easily.

STYLISH SHOES
While tall brides can spend this special day
without sacrificing comfort with short heels,
shorter brides can have the opportunity to
move more comfortably by using their
preference with thick heels and platform
models. Don’t forget to use the bridal shoe for
a few hours at home before the wedding day
and let the mold sit on your feet!

TH E CHANG ES in fashion and decoration trends cause all
organizations fed by these two areas to meet new trends. After
2019, when naturalness and minimalism were on the rise,
simplicity came to the fore in 2020 as well. You can also use
that trend in your very special day.

CLUTCH 101
Spending the whole night with bridal flowers
can be both exhausting and uncomfortable.
After the wedding ceremony, you can spend
time with your guests with an elegant clutch
that completes your elegance. Don’t forget to
keep your lipstick in your clutch.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

A PART OF THE WHOLE
The whole story is supported by the panels with the layout
plans, the “Welcome” banners and the orientation signs in
color and character that reflect the theme of the wedding.

SIMPLE YET ELEGANT
Rural and garden weddings will be popular again in 2020, and
the effect of green is provided by seasonal flowers.The tulle
and floral natural fabrics that accompany the flowers in the
arch also increase the emphasis on simplicity.

UNIQUE MESSAGES
Cake tables with unique messages reflecting the love story of
the couple are among the most interesting wedding trends of
2020. Sweet treats, which is the most delicious moment of the
wedding organization, conveys the emotional messages to the
guests.

WHEN TELLING A STORY
The trend of personalization manifests itself in organizations
such as fashion and decoration. The names of the couples
to be married, the details of their stories and the symbols of
chance expressing themselves, the ceremony areas adorn the
guests, making them a part of the story.

THE MOST SPECIAL “YES” IN AKRA
Whatever style you choose for your wedding theme, don’t
forget to personalize your wedding to enjoy the process, stay
true to your characters and tell your guests your love story.
Experience your love story in a memorable and fascinating
way in Accra’s unique gardens.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M
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F L AV O R

MUSIC

A sweet touch for the
most special day
If you are bored of
classic presentations
you can be inspired by
our light and creative
catering alternatives,
each of them turns
into artworks with
subtle touches,
making your wedding
both memorable and
delicious.

FRUIT TARTOLET

Who could say no to a fruit tart with crispy
dough and great cream? You will not be able to
erase the wonderful taste of strawberry and
nectarine, which will take you on a sweet
journey with its taste and appearance, from your
memory for a long time.

MANGO CAKE

You can take your beloved ones on a sweet
journey with a mango cake that will create
coolness on your palate and leave you to admire
with its taste. The secret of this unique cake is
hidden in its cream prepared from delicious
mango puree on its dough flavored with
coconut!

LOCATE D in the heart of

Antalya, Akra continues to
provide its guests with the
most special feelings from
the moment they enter the
door. You can feel like a
fairy tale hero in this magical
environment. At this special
night, while enjoying the
privilege of saying “Yes” with
the magic view of the Akra,
you can leave a unique flavor
in your guests’ palates with its
delicious and light wedding
desserts that will tempt you
with its appearance and taste.
Here are some of the most
beautiful Akra delicacies that
will make a sweet touch to
your most special day…

RASPBERRY
PARFAIT

We have a sweet suggestion that will make you
forget even your favorite ice cream. With a
raspberries, rice pops and blackcurrants,
remember that you can touch your guests’ soul
with a magical smile.

CARAMEL CHOUX

There is happiness everywhere with bitter and
caramel. The dessert made with Choux dough,
which forms the basis of French cuisine and the
burnt caramel that suppresses the bitter taste of
dark chocolate. The final touch of this flavor,
which is formed by the combination of biscuit
caramel bitter and cream, is a flashy golden
strawberry.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

SAY YES TO MUSIC

Mezzo
Musicompany

Mezzo Musicompany, one of the first professional names that come to mind for many years when
entertainment and music is mentioned in Antalya, says that in 2020, the habits will keep its place
in the wedding music and the band performance will be in demand at the bridal ceremony.
M EZZO M USICOM PANY, the most preferred name for
wedding ceremonies, has different groups named Mezzo Gala,
Mezzo Quartet, Mezzo Trio, Matryoshka, Neria, Gypsy Mania.
The orchestra perform usually 5 + 1, 6 + 2 or 8 + 3. Before the
wedding, wedding owners are interviewed and the appropriate
soloist and repertoire are decided. The most important reason
why they are so preferred is that the team understands exactly
what the bride and groom want, and they can combine
professionalism and modern and traditional music in a
wonderful way.

“WE CAN ADAPT MUSIC FOR ANYONE”
Everybody loves different kind of music but so many of them
want to hear similar notes on that day. So, when concepts,
designs, expectations, styles change and new wedding trends
emerge in weddings and invitations, do trends in music change?
Mezzo Musicompany musicians answer this question in a
humorous way and say: “Whether the year is 2020 or 2030,
we don’t think that much will change in music. In essence,
everything is traditional. No matter how modern are the
weddings, tables, decorations, after a while guests want to have
fun the way we all thought. At traditional weddings, couples hold

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

jewelry ceremonies, and at new generation weddings, couples
walk around tables. This is the difference for now… Of course,
we change the music with small touches. In our orchestras there
are harp, saxophone, Turkish music instruments ... We can
adapt music to any color. For example, a couple from the Black
Sea region may want bagpipe and kemancha according to their
region. DJ can be preferred for the after party during or after
the wedding. Or someone who marries a stranger may request
an oriental dance show at their wedding. In such demands, we
can present all these differences with the same professionalism
as Mezzo. We have so much fun. And maybe that’s why, this
positive energy is passed on to everyone.”
NEW TREND: MARCHING BAND
Even though habits do not change in marriage organization,
there are small pleasant touches of course. For example,
recently, the wedding cake was brought to the hall by the
marching band. In addition to this colorful moment, music is
also very entertaining. This marching band trend has changed
the way of bridal ceremony. In other words, groom and his
family doesn’t go to the bride’s home with tambour and zurna
before the wedding ceremony.
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FUN

GLAM

SAME OLD LOVE:

Before party
is the
new fun

After
party

The After Party concept, which emerged with the change of
entertainment habits, is now an indispensable part of the new wedding
concepts. Take a look at our suggestions to dazzle in your After Party!

Before Parties, perhaps the newest of wedding
trends, make the last single moments of brides
before marriage as funny as possible. Before
Parties, which prevent the stress of the
wedding day, are among the most entertaining
hours of this special day which will be
remembered for many years.

MINI WEDDING DRESSES
Crowded groups are replaced by sincere friends and close
relatives, while the dose of entertainment rises, more dance
figures increase the need for comfort. Right at this point, it’s
time to say goodbye to your long wedding dress and wear
your mini wedding dress! You can also take advantage of a
bronzing spray to make your mini wedding dress look more
elegant on you.
COMFORT IS THE KEY
In your after party, which will last until the first light of the
morning you need comfortable shoes under your dress you
can wear sandals or babette. Don’t forget that this concept
is important for a comfortable elegance!

TH E MOST SPECIAL DAY in your life has come. Most of your

friends, family and relatives are ready to be with you on the
wedding day, which will be exciting and enjoyable but maybe
stressful sometimes. One of the best moments of this special
day is undoubtedly the getting ready process of the bride.
Before Parties, which make these moments more enjoyable and
memorable, come into our lives at this point. The bride and her
friends, who came together in the bridal room hours before the
wedding, are doing the countdown together.
THEME IS IMPORTANT
There should be a concept in the before Party as in all stages of
the wedding organization. Bridal robe and dressing gown which
are prepared in accordance with the theme of the wedding, the

POWER OF ACCESSORIES
Bridal veil and flamboyant jewelery are replaced by elegant
hair accessories in the after party. It is now time to capture
a simpler look with the small touches you will make to your
wedding makeup!

same color and pattern clothes specially prepared for the bride’s
friends, soft slippers in the same tones, flowers decorating the
room, champagne glasses, small snacks and flower details ...
Before Party starts now!
MEMORABLE PHOTOS
Bride and her friends have so much fun while getting ready,
all the gossips, the names to be written under the shoes,
the goblets of happiness and the poses tried in front of
the mirror…Before Party becomes the most entertaining
organization of the wedding day. These colorful moments,
taken by a professional photographer aside from the selfies
taken during the Before Party, turn into memorable memories
for many years to come.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M
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C O C K TA I L

AMBIANCE

Colors of this year
for weddings
The colors that will stand out in 2020 wedding organizations and decorations have become clear.
In 2020 we will see lilac, peach and lime green everywhere from bridesmaid dresses to
invitations, from wedding cake to table design and bridal flowers.

LILAC

Purple, evokes luxury, magnificence and power, has an important
place in both fashion and decoration this year. This color stands out
with its purest and romantic tone in wedding organizations: Lilac.
From tableware to floral decorations, accessories to cake and
dessert presentations, you can create a fairy-tale look by using lilac
in your wedding theme.

Coctail weddings
Cocktail weddings, which are as popular as dinner weddings in recent years, are the choice of
couples who want to marry in a stylish and simple way. Cocktail weddings attract attention due
to being more economical than dinner weddings. But in cocktail weddings the theme, service and
space have great importance. Hear our suggestions for a stylish and special cocktail wedding!

PEACH

Peach, one of the most popular fruits of the summer season, is
often seen in wedding themes this year with its energetic,
romantic and somewhat nostalgic effect. It will be easy to create
a lively and warm wedding atmosphere with chair ornaments in
peach tones, bridal bouquets, supla and services.

LIME GREEN

Green, which is the energetic color of spring and summer, comes
out with lemon notes this year. Organization companies will use
lime green on table decorations, flowers, bridal carriage or
welcoming area. Lime green will give life to young and timeless
weddings. We recommend you to be brave in reflecting the
energetic effect of lime green on this most special day in your life.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

DECORATION AN D TH E M E at cocktail weddings
have great importance. In addition to the theme,
one of the decoration types are preferred like floral, vintage,
poolside, retro and necessary arrangements are made.
Cocktail wedding decorations can change depending
on where they are made for example at the hotel or
poolside but menus are generally made up of small snacks
and drinks.

friends who are not very close. This allows you to reduce the
number of guests and give yourself additional budget.

GUEST NUMBER
Wedding venues are usually calculated on a per-person
basis. Therefore, you should remember to pay attention to
the number of guests. First of all, you can ask your family to
review the guest list once more and eliminate the relatives and

IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATION COMPANY
Working with a wedding assistant or organization company
may seem like an additional cost, but with the experience and
discounts they will give you, you will be profitable at the end
of the day.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

BUFFET OR COCKTAIL PROLANGE
You also need to consider whether everything to be served
at the wedding is really important to you. Buffet or cocktail
prolange can be better options than making the layout, rather
than seating.
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PLANNING

PLANNING

Tricks of
crowded
wedding planning
If your guest list exceeds 300 people, a crowded wedding organization is waiting
for you. Listen to our suggestions for a wedding organization where you will not
give up your entertainment while making your guests happy!

Cocktail
Time for
your Guests

I N RECE NT YEARS , though

less participatory weddings
in demand, making it
suitable for crowded family
organizations in Turkey can
be quite difficult. Although
the ideal number of wedding
guests is known to be 150
people, in our country this
figure is often 300 people or
more. If you are organizing
a wedding with 300 or more
guests, listen our suggestions
and please your guests and
enjoy the most special day of
your life!

2

1

When’s cocktail time? Half
an hour before the wedding
ceremony. At that time
your guests will have the
opportunity to socialize
and your family will have
the opportunity to talk to
the guests one by one. At
crowded weddings, guests
cannot have the opportunity
to talk to everyone as they will
sit at the designated tables.
Cocktails are a great solution
to socialize your guests.

3
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Make Room for Your Guests

Seat Plan Is Important

The wedding atmosphere will be as pleasant as it is noisy.
Many of your guests will need to go out and breathe in
between, or make phone calls. Create an outdoor area close
to your wedding hall to keep in touch with the wedding. You
can ask them to put cocktail tables and snacks there and
provide a cooling area for your guests.

Make sure that people who know each other sit on the same
table. If it is not possible, you can put your guests together if
you think they can agree. We especially recommend that you
do not place elderly guests on the table next to the speaker.
If you want a more intimate atmosphere, you can prefer long
tables instead of round tables.

5
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Importance of Lighting
It is not possible for every table to be in the same proximity
to the stage in the wedding organization. Of course you
do not want your guests to sit in a dark corner and be
excluded. For this reason, the lighting of the wedding venue
is very important. We advise you to make sure that all tables
have the same light and the candles on the tables are lit.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M

Let’s Dance

The Speech

The most enjoyable moments of your guests at weddings will
be the time they spend with you on the dance floor. The most
entertaining photos will also be taken here. Invite your guests
to the dance floor and enjoy together.

Today is your day and you share it with your loved ones. You
should definitely visit the tables and welcome your guests.
Talking to them and thanking you for not leaving you alone
on this special day will make your guests happy.

A K R A H OT E L S .CO M
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B A C H E L O R PA R T Y

GROOM

Bachelor
holiday
Now both the bride and groom candidates are having crazy fun with
their friends at bachelorette parties. Moreover, the trend of recent
years is going abroad to favorite holiday venues. Here are the most
beloved destinations…

AMSTERDAM

Amsterdam, one of the most
free cities in the world, has
been the center of partying
in Europe for years. Nightlife
in Amsterdam is the most
important thing that keeps
the city alive. You can also
come across these parties
while walking the streets. It
is also possible to continue
the entertainment that starts
in the city’s lively streets until
the morning in bars and
clubs.

Only the best groom

Even though the bride is the star of the wedding day, the groom’s style is as important as it is. In
2020, groom’s suit options suitable for different styles become a key part for gentleman’s stance.
IBIZA

When Spain’s heat is
combined with the crazy
atmosphere of Ibiza, a
bachelor party that will cut
off the ground is certain. To
start partying, enter a club
and immerse yourself in
the music. What you need
to do here is to share your
bachelorhood with other
people in the club. You will
not believe the number of
people who want to have fun
with you that accumulate
around you in a short time.
You can take away the
tiredness of the night party
with more parties in the
beach clubs during the day.

CLASSIC LOVERS
This season’s classic shawl collar tuxedo
comes in black and navy blue. Italian
collar shirts and fit jackets support the
elegant look of the grooms.

LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas is famous for its casinos and strip clubs.
Therefore, it is the sanctuary of the best bachelor
parties in the world. Pool parties are also the rising
trend of recent years. The two most important points
for your stay in Las Vegas are choosing your ideal hotel
and setting your party budget. And remember: What
happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas!

MOSCOW

Moscow, which is the center of youth in Russia,
is famous for its entertainment life. In Moscow,
where there are thousands of entertainment venues,
bars and clubs, crazy parties usually go on until the
first morning. Tverskaya Boulevard and Novy Arbat
Street are the hearts of the colorful nightlife. You can
be sure to find much more than a bachelor party you
dream of.

MYKONOS

Another dream destination
for your bachelor party is
Mykonos. You can enjoy
unforgettable memories with
your friends while enjoying
Aegean culture with its
wonderful beaches and local
delicacies. The island hosts
great parties, especially in
the summer, while the winter
is relatively secluded, but
the entertainment continues
uninterrupted here.
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BE BRAVE
The number of grooms who choose a
style that is compatible with the bride
on their wedding day is increasing day
by day and they use white. In 2020 there
are colorful options too for those looking
for a different style.
ACCESSORY EFFECT
Wide bow ties, bowtie-matched belts,
cufflinks, patent leather shoes and
elegant belts continue to complement
men’s grooming style in the new season.
Accessory brands that add modern
interpretations to classic products
support the timeless and modern stance
of grooms.
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Stylish tables
One of the most important elements of the wedding organization is the decoration
of the tables where the guests will be hosted. From tablecloth to supla, tableware
to candle, table number to flower bouquets, all details have great importance to
complement your elegance.

BEACH WEDDINGS
Of course, the inspiration of beach weddings comes from the
sea. You can use fishing nets, sea stars and turquoise goblets
for your table decorations. It is also possible to increase the
emphasis on simplicity by combining blue, turquoise and
white tones with soft flowers.
HOTEL WEDDINGS
Showtime! We can say that hotel weddings are more
suitable for more magnificent designs compared to wedding
venues such as beach or wedding hall. Therefore, you do
not need to avoid ambitious designs in table decorations.
Giant accessories are not essential for a fancy wedding table
decoration. The tables, which are equipped with bouquets of
various sizes in harmony with the wedding concept, are also
ideal options for hotel weddings.
TH E MOST I M PORTANT thing in table decoration is

the concept. Your decoration must be the same with
your wedding theme. Your theme, which you choose in
accordance with the country, beach, hotel or salon wedding,
needs to be reflected in all the details from decoration to
invitation. While flamboyant accessories suit the glorious
environments such as hotels, historical places, it will be
right to turn to more minimal designs for beach or country
weddings.
COUNTRYSIDE WEDDINGS
When it comes to countryside weddings, the middle table
decorations, usually dominated by green leaves and colorful
flowers. If you like artistic designs, you can also reflect this
on your table decoration and choose sculpted vases filled
with colorful flowers. For those who are not satisfied with
small flowers and vases, midsize trees can be the ideal choice.
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HONEYMOON

Best routes
for dreamy
honeymoon

LIKE A DREAM: CAPPADOCIA

Cappadocia promises a romantic honeymoon with fairy
chimneys, balloon tours, stunning views and dinners with
fireplace in rock hotels. As the sun paints this fascinating
area in red, you can head for the Red Valley to watch the
sunset with your drinks.

How about planning a romantic holiday to relieve your tiredness and discover new
places after the wedding? If you want to use your preference in favor of domestic
routes, there are so many lovely honeymoon destinations in Turkey.

CALM AND PEACE: ABANT

Couples who want to spend a romantic honeymoon alone
with nature prefer to go to the magnificent view of Lake
Abant, the region where you will experience all shades of
green and blue to four seasons, romantic walks by the lake
and pleasant moments by the fireplace!

NATURAL BEAUTY: CYPRUS

Cyprus, with its ancient cities bearing the traces
of different civilizations, impressive architecture, lush
forests and citrus groves, offers time travel alone with nature.
Stylish and luxurious hotels are also ideal for a romantic
honeymoon.
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HISTORIC AMBIANCE: FOCA

Turkey’s hidden paradise and spectacular sunsets hometown
of Foca, as well as being a small fishing town, also contains
a fabulous history. With its narrow streets and old stone
houses, it is indispensable for couples who want to spend
their honeymoon away from the crowds.
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UNIQUE BEAUTY: SALDA LAKE

Salda Lake, known as the Maldives of Turkey, fascinates
everybody with views of its beauty and charm. Offering
a supernatural atmosphere with its white beaches and
turquoise clear water, Salda offers unique opportunities to
watch the sunset and enjoy the marriage.
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